20:20 Print Exchange
Selected submissions - 2020

Julie Turner
‘Untitled’
Linocut
This is the 5th year I have submitted a print for
20:20. Previously I have used soft ground etching,
screen printing and drypoint for my image but I
was aware I tend to replicate a drawing in a lot of
my prints. So this year I decided to make a linocut
to make me focus on the strong contrast between
light and dark areas of the image. I also thought a
lot about the size of the image and chose a small
square to focus the eye.
I wanted to use an image that related in some way
to the COVID-19 situation as it has dominated our
lives this year. However, I wanted to focus on a
positive aspect ; taking daily exercise. Most days
my husband and I have walked around Crow Nest
Park near our home in Dewsbury and I took lots of
photos on my phone, finally focussing on the
dappled light passing through the trees around
the Victorian fountain.

Kevin Foulstone
‘Venice in Shadow’
Linocut
After 30+ years of missing out of doing anything
related to art outside work last December I
decided to have a stab at linocut print making
after being given a taster course as a birthday
present which whetted my appetite. My
tentative steps at the moment are works based
on photos I have taken and then working
sketches up into a final design.

My 2020 print is based on a sunny day view of a
side canal in Venice where strong shadows have
been cast. The intention was to apply a hand
applied watercolour tint to some areas, which I
sometimes do, but decided that this would not
really add anything to this particular view.
Thanks to everyone at WYPW for their support
and guidance .

Dorrie King
‘A Nod to Naum’
Letterpress
This edition brings together personal interests and also elements from previous print
projects. To make this image I combined wooden type, a vintage printing block and cut up
pieces of a mahogany chair leg. I arranged these in a small letterpress chase, and used
leading and letterpress furniture as well as quoins to create a robust letterpress plate. My
press is very basic. I bought this from a school art suppliers which was closing down. It is a
nipping press – similar to a bookbinder’s press, but in this case made up of two pieces of
MDF which come together with a car jack. It is hard work winding the top bed down –
making use of a small slightly flimsy handle which is painful to use for long. I can produce
about a dozen prints in a day. I use cut up blankets and or newsprint packs to cushion and
distribute the downward pressure. I used damp Hahnemuhle paper and inked up with
etching ink. Each one is individually printed – I have endeavored to be as consistent as
possible, but my working method means that each print is very slightly different from
each other.
The square wood type height blocks came from an ancient mahogany broken family
dining chair – whilst offering up texture, repetition and pattern - also embed personal
family memories. Other elements which I used to make up each print are wood type and
a vintage printing block. When I bought these, I had not considered using these in my
own work. They were just beautiful and interesting objects, but I was delighted to find
they were visually compatible with my bits of chair legs.

I have recently moved to Carbis Bay and volunteer at Tate St Ives. I spend about 70 % of
my time in Cornwall and the rest in Leeds. My home and garden print studio are very
close to the house where the Russian sculptor Naum Gabo lived in during the 1940s. Gabo
is an artist who has interested me since I was a student in the 1970s. So of course I was
over the moon when Tate St Ives put on an exhibition of Gabo’s work. This edition is for
me a culmination of these interests and investigations. I am delighted that by coincidence
the print image size fits the 20 x 20 brief and very grateful to be given the opportunity to
take part in this project. I believe that the care and discipline necessary to produce this
edition has helped me to up my game as a printmaker.

Carol Cowling
‘Bootlace Seaweed’
Lino print
The inspiration for my current series of work is the Island of
Orkney, my twice yearly holiday destination and where I am at
the moment, I stay in a cottage overlooking the sea at the
northwest tip of the island. Here I watch and listen to the sea, the
bird and the seals that keep popping their heads out of the
water, I wonder along the beaches and into the local Norse
archaeology, just looking for anything that catches my eye.
I completed my Lino Reduction print using an Xcut Express as a
printing press, Caligo safe wash inks and used the Ternes Burton
registration system onto Somerset White Satin paper.

My print was based on a piece of dried Bootlace Seaweed I found
on the beach, it caught my eye, I cannot explain why I liked this
piece amongst the thousands of others, I am not trying to read
anything into its shape it’s as basic as the Paul Klee quote “a
drawing is simply a line going for a walk”, it’s a piece of seaweed,
it is a line and I liked the way it went for a walk.

Clare Grace
‘2020’
Screen print on silk
Two figures loosely painted, layered and overprinted to give
an impression of a world left behind, an imprint of time
before COVID 19. The figures are restless, and the body
language is sad; not only do they turn away from each other
but they are separated by lines. On the lines, 2020 is
printed using the same colour as their masks/mouths and
hands - the areas from which this awful virus is spread.
This is a screen print on a sheer silk, the idea was to almost
feel the silk was stained, ghost like. Sheer silk gives a sense
of some thing that is transient - like life, like history, this
period of time will also pass.
The additional images show the difference made by
different fabrics and some of the things that can happen to
expand idea through process, even when cleaning the print
table.

Maggie Thompson
‘Lockdown’
Collagraph

When lockdown started in March, unable to go to my studio
in Halifax I decided to treat the time like a residency
exploring the lockdown experience itself. This is one of the
plates I made while developing the main piece of work
which resulted from this period.
This little lockdown house is a very simple collagraph, the
house/plate is wrapped like a cocoon becoming a place of
safety and containment. In my work colour generally has a
specific meaning, here the blend of blue and red references
the lockdown as something which affects both mind and
body.

Kathryn Fox
‘Serendipity 4’
Screen print
My 2020 print is a 3 colour screenprint
‘study’ for a collaborative project I’m
working on with another artist, a filmmaker
and a group of musicians. Still at an
exploratory stage, I created a UV exposed
stencil by scattering paper shapes
‘randomnly’ on the UV exposure bed. I used
the same stencil for each colour layer,
altering it’s position/orientation for each
successive layer. Hopefully this creates a
fusion of repeated rhythm and colourful
spontaneity.

Heather Jackson
Untitled
Japanese lino print
My garden has been really important to me
this year. I was inspired by some tiny zingy
yellow flowers, which contrasted with white
daisies and their dark green foliage.
Obviously I changed my mind and the daisies
became rosebay willow herb.
I used Japanese Lino which I like because you
can get finer detail. The greenery and the
flower at the front are made from stamps,
again using Japanese Lino. I don’t like my
composition but I’m pleased with the
consistency of the prints and by the fact that
I’ve done 20:20 for the first time!

Ella Osborne
Untitled
Screen print

This is a four colour screen print I made in
my studio in Sheffield. The aloe vera plant
lives in my house. The Hornsea pot is sadly
dead.

Dan Booth
‘Catch’
Screen print
The idea:
It’s a bit random how this print came about. The print was
developed from a sketch I’d had lying around my studio for a
while. I’d been doodling one day and for some reason I drew a
flying brick and wrote the word “catch” next to it. I have no idea
why.

At first it seemed a bit sinister – it’s obviously not very nice to be
throwing bricks at people! Over time I came to see it as
representing those unexpected things that life throws at you
every now and then. So that’s what it means to me.
The print:
It’s a single colour screen print. I normally use a lot of colour in
my work, but for this decided to keep it simple and use only
black. That was quite a challenge! I found it really hard not to
introduce a coloured background, but I stuck to my original plan
and I like the way it turned out. I decided to make the title part of
the printed image. I felt that was important – I wanted the title
and the image to be viewed at the same time.

Graham Pilling
Untitled
Screen print

A video documenting the making of this print can be found here:

https://youtu.be/07o0Zv4lgk0

Paul Walsh
Untitled
Photo-litho

An short interview with Paul about his art practice can be found
here: https://wypw.org/meet-a-member-paul-

walsh/

Thank you to all for taking
part!

